Quick Start Guide
Thank you for purchasing the MirraViz Exhibit Display System. The guide will help your quickly setup
and optimize your system. If you have any questions please contact your MirraViz sales representative
or email us at info@mirraviz.com.
The package should include the following items:
1- 105” MirraViz MultiView Screen
2- Z- Clips
4- Wall anchors and screws
2- Xgimi H1 Projectors
2-Xgimi H1 Base Plates
2- Tripods
1- USB drive with demo content
System Setup
As you setup your system there are a few items to keep in mind to help ensure your customers have a
great experience.
1.) It is recommended to have a minimum distance of 12’ between the projectors and the screen.
2.) The bottom of the screen should be mounted minimum of 5’ above the ground.
Screen Mounting
The screen is mounted to the wall using the provided z-clips and the mounting channel on the back of
the screen. The following steps outline how to mount the z-clips to the wall.
1.) Mark the location and hole pattern of the z-clips per the diagram on the next page. Ensure z-clips are
mounted level relative to each other.
2.) Insert wall anchors into the hole location marked in the previous step. See included wall anchor
installation guide for more details. Wall anchors provided are for drywall only. If mounting into a stud or
other material follow directions for mounting per the fasteners you are using.
3.) Once wall anchors are installed mount z-clips using provided screws per wall anchor installation
guide. The ribbed side of the z-clip should contact the wall.
4.) Hang the screen from the z-clips using the mounting channel on the back of the screen.
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Projector Setup
 To help with the initial setup and optimization of your system for your specific application, two
tripods are included with your system. These tripods will allow you to easily test different
projector locations and system layouts.


Two projector base plates are included with your system. Please install these per the
instructions included with the base plates. The baseplates allow you to screw the projectors
onto the tripod. For mounting to the tripod please follow the instructions included with the
tripod.



The projectors are new from the factory. Please follow the directions per the instructions
included in the box.

Using Your System
 Now that the screen is installed and the projectors are up and running you can begin to
experience MirraViz MultiView for the first time.


MirraViz recommends maintaining at least 12’ of distance between the screen and projectors
and a minimum spacing between the projectors of 36”.



To ensure maximum image brightness ensure that the projectors are placed a maximum of 16”
vertically from the viewer’s eyes. The projectors can be mounted either above or below the
user. The user should be centered on the projector and either standing directly behind or below
the projector depending on the mounting configuration.



We have included a USB drive with example content you can use. This content can be uploaded
onto each projector. If you have other content you would like to use the projectors can accept a
wide variety of inputs and content types.

